the
good
stuff
[to come out of
challenging times]

There’s no denying last year was quite the ride and most
of us have been glad to put it behind us. But before we
get too far into the new year, we asked our senior team
to reflect on the last twelve months or so and tell us what
‘good stuff’ they learnt or observed along the way. And
here it is. We hope our insights help you get excited and
reenergised for the next phase.

bring it on!

“

big engines can move
quickly when they
need to

While not perfect, the Government’s economic recovery
package in response to Covid, quickly delivered much
needed relief to businesses severely impacted by the
pandemic. The way Federal and State Governments,
the Treasury, ATO and Practitioners mobilised to provide
relief to many businesses across Australia was inspiring.
I was really proud to be a Tax Adviser during Covid,
and while we all walked away exhausted, it was nice
to say we directly helped businesses survive during an
unprecedented year.

Jacquii Reeves
HEAD OF TAX

“

businesses revised
and rebuilt
relationships with
their customers

Covid provided an opportunity for business
owners to be open-minded, think differently
and allow themselves to not know the answers.
Many businesses got creative and made
short-term changes but they then had to look
beyond ‘survival mode’ to reinvent themselves.
The cornerstone of marketing has always
been creating connections with customers.
And the early adopters of virtual, live [rather
than recorded] events and experiences were
able to stay connected with their customers
right from the start.

Kirsty Bond
HEAD OF MARKETING

“

deals still happen
during a pandemic

One of the surprising outcomes of 2020 was the
willingness for business owners to just ‘get on with
it’ and continue with that business purchase or sale
irrespective of the uncertain economic environment.
Yes, there was of course cautiousness, but with
parties wanting to do a deal, Covid did not get in
the road of many deals still happening.

Cameron Hancock
DIRECTOR - LEGAL

“

the realisation that there is
always another way to do things
[change can happen fast]

2020 forced us to find other ways to do things and
often very quickly. Established work and life routines
were turned upside down by circumstances beyond
our control so we had to find another way to go
about aspects of our daily lives and it forced us to
review the sometimes ‘robotic’ processes we all get
caught up in. My hope is that we all take some of
this on board for the future and remember what is
possible when we really want a different outcome.

Brad Dean
SENIOR BUSINESS ADVISER + BROKER

“

yes, we can
change!

So often I hear the excuses of why some sort of
digitalisation project will not work – usually it is more
about the team members’ resistance to change than
anything else. Very quickly we all realised that many
processes and systems needed to change – some
more dramatically than others – but ultimately when
the need for change was clear, so many teams were
able to implement new systems at record pace. They
may not all have been implemented perfectly but
they are certainly a step forward.

Jason Daniels
DIRECTOR - DIGITAL + FRANCHISING

“

KISS approach works
[keep it simple stupid]

From a people and culture perspective we focused
on keeping things as simple as possible - this is a
good thing and the business owners who focused
in on their people and the simple things, have been
rewarded.
We have seen business owners understanding more
about their obligations as an employer, ticking more
boxes and providing a safe working environment for
themselves and their teams. They have kept things
simple and it has held them in good stead.

Anna Chipperfield
HEAD OF PEOPLE + CULTURE

“

pivot is not
a dirty word

Not only did many Australian businesses show their
resilience during 2020, but they also showed their
entrepreneurship and ingenuity by quickly pivoting
their business models and operations.
We saw businesses do everything from moving
online, changing service offerings and product
lines to meet emerging needs, partnering with new
businesses to meet demands, or starting a whole
new business. All of this was done to not only survive,
but for some to thrive during Covid.

Rebecca Mihalic
DIRECTOR - SYDNEY

“

there’s cash to
be found
when you go
looking for it

Making sure you don’t pay a dollar more in tax or
getting all your cash back you are entitled to, makes
sense but many dont get around to lodging the
required documents. We found during 2020 it was an
opportunity to prioritise these things and it resulted
in some good cash back.

Andrew Chamberlain
DIRECTOR - GEELONG

“

a resilient and
loyal team is
everything
Our team came together in such a positive and
productive way through lowdowns and rolled with the
constant changes to work priorities as government
announced restrictions and stimulus packages. It
was amazing to see how everyone wanted to do
whatever they could to help our clients, as well as
support each other to get through 2020.

Angela Duvall
SENIOR MANAGER - ACCOUNTING
+ DIGITAL

“

thinking like a start-up
encouraged creativity
and entrepreneurial
activity

It was great to see leaders re-designing business
values by placing more importance on an infinite
mindset. Covid forced all businesses into a ‘start-up’
mentality whereby creativity and entrepreneurial
skills came to the forefront, no matter what stage
a business was in. We saw so many businesses
positively adapt and take advantage of the new
opportunities that were created.

Chris Thomson
SENIOR MANAGER - ACCOUNTING

“

clients have confidently
taken control of
their finances

Having experienced first-hand the panicked
reactions clients had around investing during the
GFC, it has been refreshing to see more positive
reactions in relation to our clients’ financial
situations during the last 12 months. Clients
appear to have more control of their own finances
and the confidence to make calm and calculated
decisions to help them navigate through these
changing times.

Megan Kelly
DIRECTOR – SUPER + FINANCIAL PLANNING

“

it’s amazing what
can come of a
tough conversation

A crisis, whether economic, health or personal
in nature, creates great opportunities for tough
conversations. It’s these tough conversations that
disclose not only what is truly below the surface but
also the emotions attached to them. Approached
with kindness and humility, tough conversations can
be the best thing for you and your business.

John Knight
MANAGING DIRECTOR

“

resilience
is an attitude

Our ability to focus on what we can control delivers
a much better outcome and state of mind, than to
focus on the alternative.

Mitch Hood
DIRECTOR - FINANCIAL PLANNING

“

a year for the
opportunity
makers

There were so many points where we
braced for impact. From changing business
conditions and economic uncertainty to
jittery financial markets and geopolitical
tensions. It was a year on the edge. Despite
all the challenges, the level of resilience
and optimistic moments were impressive.
Investors were calm but cautious, they had
been through it before. Investors with an
appetite for risk and growth profited from
being opportunistic.
We witnessed new business ventures, fresh
ideas, a change in direction, and businesses
push ahead despite the uncertainty. The
best moments were seeing clients who had
completely closed their doors, come back from
the difficulty and become the opportunity
makers of 2020; backing themselves, opening
in new locations and ultimately succeeding.

Simone Murad
DIRECTOR SYDNEY - ACCOUNTING +
FINANCIAL PLANNING

“

small changes make
a massive difference
longer term

In times of unrest and business upheaval, it’s
easy to lose focus on what makes you money.

take much time but if it’s not a priority, it might
get forgotten about.

When things go ‘south’ it’s natural to look for
the next big thing such as one massive deal or
a big win to get out of a tough situation or to
solve a problem.

We can make simple choices every day or
even every hour and.

However, the issue may actually be that we
are not doing the small things often enough
to make us money in the long term.
The small things we do each day tend to be
easy to do but equally easy not to do. Making
an extra 3 calls a day to prospects doesn’t

[Some credit here to Jeff Olsen who wrote The
Slight Edge. But so true in all things we do. This
book is a must read for all.]

Alan Dawson
DIRECTOR – AGENCY BROKING

“

having the right attitude,
resilience and flexibility
helped business owners
navigate through
uncertain times
It was really rewarding to work with business owners who
adopted a positive attitude and quickly pivoted their
offering where required.

Roland Nicholson
SENIOR MANAGER - ACCOUNTING

“

working from
home works!

In the past, many of us were sceptical and not
even willing to try. By forcing people into lockdown,
businesses had to give it a go. Yes, we needed
to scramble initially to sort things out but many
businesses will never go back to the way it was.
We are all now more open to different working
scenarios and that is a good thing for businesses
and their people!

Anna Chipperfield
HEAD OF PEOPLE + CULTURE

“

have a ‘Plan B’

Many rely on regular income to ensure the bills [in their
business and at home] are paid on time. Having a
cash buffer to overcome short-term financial changes
that occur in uncertain times such as Covid can be
very powerful. Many clients have been glad they have
been able to keep money coming in thanks to income
protection for unexpected events like Covid.

Mitch Hood
DIRECTOR - FINANCIAL PLANNING

“

JobKeeper was great
at keeping people in
jobs [oh doh!]

There’s no denying that JobKeeper was a government
initiative rolled out at record pace. It wasn’t perfect,
but it certainly encouraged employers to keep their
team employed and motivated business owners by
enabling them to look to the future rather than get
stuck in the now.

Joe Scuderi
DIRECTOR - ACCOUNTING

“

a little humility
led to a drop in
debtor days

One thing that has surprised me during Covid and
the associated economic crisis is the humility shown
by so, so many. An attitude of ‘just help no matter
what, in whatever way you can’ produced surprising
results. It was surprising to see people paying their
suppliers’ bills sooner – yes, debtor days actually
dropped during 2020! Maybe this is humility or
maybe it is just getting that task off their to do list
– either way it has been appreciated by so many
business owners.

Bradley Conn
DIRECTOR - ACCOUNTING

“

be quick or
be gone!

Numerous times I’ve had successful people say, that
in tough times, they found the greatest opportunities.
From a corporate advisory perspective, the interest
levels and valuation models seem to have held up
very strongly for businesses, that have been able
to adapt [adapt being the key word here]. I think
this has been true also for small businesses that
have been on the front foot either before Covid or
otherwise quick to change. So the lesson for 2020
was ‘be quick or be gone’.

Paul Tucker
DIRECTOR - MELBOURNE

If you have any questions,
feel free to reach out to us.
1300BDEPOT
oneplace@
businessdepot.com.au

